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nobilia 2014 Collection. The Next Step.

SENSYS as Standard at no Surcharge
nobilia's next step toward even more perfection
Verl. After the launch of the new drawer system Profi+ last year, the kitchen
manufacturer set out with an unswerving focus on further improving the quality and
perfection of its product. One highlight of the new features this year is the conversion
of the entire product range over to the SENSYS hinge with integrated cushioning.
The standardised introduction of SENSYS means even more quality and perfection in the
hinge technology from nobilia kitchens. The multi award-winning SENSYS hinge with
integrated cushioning from Hettich represents the latest generation of hinge technology on
the market. Beginning with the changeover to the new collection, nobilia will be equipping all
kitchens, from entry level to the high end segment, with SENSYS as standard at no
surcharge. Thus, the company provides innovative technology with excellent value for
money. Thanks to SENSYS, nobilia raises its collection both qualitatively and technologically
to an even higher standard of quality. All customers benefit automatically from this
advancement.
SENSYS combines consistent design with convenience that speaks to the senses. The
Silent System cushioning is invisibly integrated in the hinge. An innovation, which meets the
highest standards in convenience and functionality. This includes the cushioned, automatic
closing of furniture doors at the extraordinary angle of 35°. SENSYS always closes reliably
and maintains the unique large self-closing angle while providing cushioning for doors of
varying sizes and weights.
SENSYS ensures smooth, even closure within a broad temperature range of +5°C to +40°C
as well as at a relative humidity of 90 percent. With a service life of at least 80,000
performance cycles, SENSYS stands for quality and reliability.
The SENSYS design is modern and sleek. Discreet lines from the hinge cup to the mounting
plates ensure a modern hinge design. All edges and radii coordinate perfectly with one
another for a harmonious overall look. The Silent System cushioning is as invisible as the
release tab. SENSYS has already been distinguished with the "red dot design award 2008"
and the "iF product design award 2009" for its excellent design.
SENSYS can be assembled or disassembled quickly and easily without tools. To unlock,
simply press lightly with your fingers on the concealed release tab. Then, in one smooth,
ergonomic movement the hinge is released from the release tab and hinge arm.
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